1. Central Focus

- Core/Ohio Content Standard:

- Learning Objective(s), differentiated:

2. Learning Experience Plan

- Anticipatory set/Introduction:
  [Include numbered steps.]

- Strategies/Methods: (describe steps in instruction)
  [Number each step and write from the perspective of what the student will do]

- Closure/Conclusion:
3. Supporting Learning:

- **Materials/Resources needed:**

- **Grouping for Learning:**

- **Language Demands: (vocabulary demands/other communication demands)**

*List any special accommodations or modifications in the learning plan required by the IEP or other student needs.*

4. Assessment/Monitoring Learning:

- **Type of Assessment (describe):**

- **Monitoring of Progress: (describe)**

*List any special accommodations or modifications in the learning plan required by the IEP or other student needs.*

[Be specific to the assessment process]

5. Reflections, using all criteria of the Pathwise© Domains A-D: